Due to the inherent nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations, there exist onlythree exact solutions of stagnation flows: Hiemenz [1] found a solution to the twodimensional stagnation flow against a plate, Homann [2] investigated the axisymmetric stagnation flow, also against a plate, and Howarth [3] and Davey [4] extended the results to unsymmetric cases.
where fc is a given constant of dimensions [1 /T] , p0 is the stagnation pressure, and p is the density. We expect the viscous flow to approach the potential solution as r -► <». The constant-density Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates are uur + wu, = --pr + v\urr + -u, + uzz -") ,
p \ r r / uwr + wwt = -i p, + v(wrr + ^ wr + w,^J ,
rw2 + (ru)r = 0.
Let u = -kav~1/2Kv),
w = 2kf'(rj)z,
where -q = (r/a)2. After some algebra, Eqs. (4) and (5) reduce to 
Eq. (13) can be rewritten in terms of one integral
The decay is proportional to £~3e"£. For large R the solution is closely related to the two-dimensional stagnation flow against a flat plate. The transformation 
which is singular at infinity. The solution breaks down at a distance of tj = 0(1/7?), where, in order to bring in the nonlinear terms, we set / = (1 /R)h{£), £ = Rrj. One obtains $fc"' + h" + 1 + hh" -h'2 = 0 which is an equation as difficult as the original one. As i? is increased further, linearization is possible and we obtain Eq. (12) by setting h(£) = £ + c + g(Q.
The author is indebted to a referee for his comments on the last two paragraphs.
